The Transcendence Sanctuary

Creating A
Harmonic
Future

What If ….
… men, women, children and families had a space
where they could be assisted become better versions
of themselves. A place that awakens their desire to
lead a more Harmonic life. A place where they feel
Connected to Self, each other and the living world?
… this place taught them the practical path of living
emotional and spiritual intimacy in a way they forged
individually and together?
… it was a place where nature, people and the
surrounds lived in harmony and demonstrated a
harmonic community in action?
… it was a sanctuary that provides a haven for
transcendence from the societal plagues to a richer
life that contributes to humanity in a harmonic way?
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… there was a place where young people could be
tested physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually
so they can create their own sense of grounded self
confidence?
This place already exists, and is now taking the next
step in its evolution.
We invite you to be part of it.

Reality of the World
We have a society of uninitiated people, acting
from their psychological and emotional
wounds , amplifie d by a re ductionist ,
materialist, separated worldview causing
unconscious damage to individuals, families,
communities and the natural world.
Resilience is hailed as a virtue. Yet by definition, to be resilient I
require an adversary, a fight, a wounding, and the bounce back
to a pre-wounded state. To return to a pre-wounded state is to
nullify the wound and any lessons it may bring. It’s to make the
process of life wrong. To hold onto the fight psychologically and
emotionally, is to be trapped in victim consciousness. In this
state anger is a natural reaction to the unconscious feeling of
powerlessness. We have all unconsciously been part of building
a society that hails, and enables, the victim.
Domestic Violence, suicide, bullying, depression, adverse
mental conditions are all symptoms of a mental, emotional and
spiritual paradigm of powerlessness.
As Eric Fromm said in Escape From Freedom: the further a
person deviates from Source, the more they will fight to have
their freedom taken from them. In others words, they will do
whatever it takes, believe whatever is necessary, to enable
themselves to remain powerless.
And We believe All This Is Perfect.
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Harmonic Shift
The situation we just described is the Perfect Storm for the
pain of the present moment to exceed any perceived pain
that conscious change may bring. This society has not
evolved in a ‘heart-centred’ way, resulting in the current
state of play. And most people, families, organisations or
societies must experience a level of pain before the shift can
occur - before they will consciously choose to shift.
The harmonic of human consciousness, or correlating
brainwave frequency, is increasing as demonstrated by the
constant escalations in the Schumann Resonance (Earth’s
electromagnetic pulse which aligns to the average human
brainwave frequency). A Worldview shift towards an
interconnected, harmonic network of cohabiting BEings is
taking place. This is evidenced by advances in quantum
physics, neuroscience and systems theory, coupled with the
re-birth of the ancient shamanic and occult or pagan
mysteries from the First Nation people’s, the eastern
traditions and the deep Western mysteries who all mirror
this re-born understanding of life.

All issues on the planet can be solved at a
community level within a Global context.
Humanity is a network, and all solutions moving
forward must structure their actions within
this context.
The Transcendence Sanctuary is our way of assisting in
the harmonising of the human engagement, interaction
and service to our world.
And We would like your help.

Our Approach
Experiences as broad as battlefields to
boardrooms, trauma to triumph; Resilient
Leaders Foundations efforts have all been
constructed on a deep platform of enabling
people as individuals and within groups, to
grow personal responsibility. Our philosophy is
underpinned by the following tenets:
• We are responsible for the outcome of our destiny.
• We control three things in life: Our Thoughts. Our Words
and Our Deeds.
• Reality is in the eye of the beholder.
• The family unit, in whatever functional form it takes, is
central to our future.
• We must all earn our place in the Tribe.
• Suﬀering ceases to be suﬀering when meaning is found.
• Emotional Intimacy is at the heart of all true Connection.
• We all must connect to something bigger than ourselves for
our lives to hold meaning and purpose.
• A lesson is not completed until it has been integrated into
every day life.
• All problems on the globe can be solved at a community
level within a global context.

The Transcendence
Sanctuary
The Transcendence Sanctuary is an
84 acre wilderness retreat with 2km
of river frontage, situated 20 minutes
from Byron Bay in the hinterland of
the Bundjalung nation .
The land and facilities provide a place for:
Resilient Leaders Foundation mens, womens, families and
youth programs.
Community-led activities including yoga, wellbeing and
permaculture courses.
Four tiny-houses for community living.
Short and medium semi-permanent safari style camping
accommodation for people to experience life in harmony with
the natural world.
Community orchards and vegetable gardens.
Sustainable energy generation.
Bush camping and leadership confidence course facilities.
Most importantly, all RLF programs can be run on the
property upon occupation, with development of expanded
facilities done on a staged basis.

Our Impact
Meet Benny B
The man not the dog.
12 months ago: a unit of a
man, yet wore a mask to shield
his hollowness. Exceptionally intelligent, yet
overwhelmed by self doubt that flowed into
inaction.
Now, he’s still a unit of a man and is the co-founder and chief organiser of
the annual Southern Men’s Gathering in Adelaide. He’s making a huge
diﬀerence in the lives of men of all ages just by BEing himself.

Meet James
When we met James he was loving life, but
actually not loving life at all. He was in an
awesome job that he didn’t really want to
be in, and because of indiscretions didn’t
have the confidence in himself around
women.
Within 12 months James married the lady of his dreams, who
became his business partner in his own electrical business called
none other than - Connect.
James and Ally are the lead
facilitators in the Newcastle Trades Person Mentoring Program
which is changing the culture of the construction industry in
Newcastle.

James Facilitating the Wanderers Newcastle Rugby Club
through the Young Warrior Youth Leadership Program

School Programs
This video shows what
parents, students, teachers
and the Principal think of
our programs: https: //
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=35kn5Eswp1Q&t=239s

Men’s Programs
This video shows what men have
said about our work’s impact on
their lives:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=pNZmrr2Enco

The Effect:
Give them a Fish, feed them for one meal.
Teach them how to Fish, feed them for Life.
Just wanted to send you heartfelt gratitude. Thankyou for
supporting Tilly this week. It was very uplifting to see Tilly return
home and for me to embrace the longest hug I’ve ever received
yesterday ! ♥
Noticed also a wonderful sense of Tilly peace and presence within
! Energetically more anchored and heart open😊 with new
motivations and Tilly energy on the horizon.
So grateful for all the transmissions you provide for humanity and
the amazing work you do and all you are. We love and appreciate
you very much !
Sarah, Mother

To watch the diﬀerence in them after they
completed the course, how they came back to
the school, and interrelated into the
playground, dealings in the school particularly
with younger children has been nothing short
of amazing.
River, Teacher

Dear James and Kirsty,
I had so much to say to you both after the weekend, but did
not want to bombard you with my thoughts…
But, in summary, thank-you. I truly admire your work and
believe it is essential for the good of all humanity for each of
us to make a conscious eﬀort towards the personal
development that you facilitate.
Kylie, Mother

As for how I'm doing, I've been be4er than ever for the most part. Like I
said, I'm applying all the skills I've learned eﬃciently and without
hesita@on. I feel like I have a deep understand of myself and my desired
future, which makes seAng my priori@es much easier, and working hard
much more rewarding. Considering I have 5 assignments to get draDed by
the end of next week and a short ﬁlm in the works, I proud to say I'm doing
very well.
Thanks so much for everything. Because of all you've taught me, my life
has dras@cally changed for the be4er.
Lots of love,
Hugo, Par@cipant

Us
Resilient Leaders Foundation is a DGR 1
Status charity under the authorisation
of the Department of Social Services
for our work in Harm Prevention.
RLF became the business structure in 2016. It encompasses
the work that began in 2010, upon a vision of assisting young
people, families and communities live a more harmonic life.
Since that time our programs have helped 100’s of men.
women. children, families, schools and organisations to
consciously and capably create the harmonic shift in their
daily lives.
Over the last ten years we have worked with a broad range
of people and organisations including government
departments, construction firms, St John’s Ambulance,
Queensland Rugby League and the Men of League, a variety
of schools both primary and secondary and been asked to
present at many seminars, forum and conferences around
the country and globally.

The team and participants from the incredible 2016
Superhero Pilgrimage: Uniting Fathers and Sons with
inspirational Australians, trekking 84km across the South
Coast Trail in southern Tasmania.

“In seeing death, my life and experience has conditioned me
for the guiding role I now play to lead those I influenced to a
more harmonic state of being. In the previous 10 years
we’ve created an incredible foundation of likeminded,
harmonically focused people who are actively living the new
worldview and in the process, leading the way. Now
grounding this work in the Transcendence Sanctuary
allows us to amplify the impact of our service. ” - James
Greenshields

The Team
Resilient Leaders Foundation is a movement of likeminded,
conscious people making a difference in their worlds
Kirsty and James
Greenshields

David Gaﬀy

Directors

Director

Lead Facilitators

And Legend

Rhonda Ransford
Philanthropist
Administrative
Support

Ally And James
Clements
Facilitators
Newcastle Trades
Person Mentoring
Program Leads

The Fea Family
Biodynamic Property
Custodians

Andrew Swallow

Administrative
Support

Leadership Expert
Facilitator
Ex-Captain of The
North Melbourne
AFL Club

Tony Sambell

Annabel Meyer

Facilitator

Facilitator

Creator of Newcleus
Co-Working
Communities

Energy Healer

Facilitators

Epic Mum

Supporters
We are so grateful for the incredible support
from these amazing people and organisations.

Contact Us:
If you resonate with this vision, the
work of the foundation, and the
philosophy, and you believe you can
help, we would love to have a
conversation with you.
Contact James by:
Phone: 0424 857 335; or
Email: james@resilientleadersfoundation.org
Contact Kirsty by:
Phone: 0424 850 469; or
Email: kirsty@resilientleadersfoundation.org
Our Website is;
www.resilientleadersfoundation.org

We trust you can see our Vision and
Practical pathway for a better
humanity and planet.

